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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY 

I 

I 

CURRENT STATE OF THE LER INFRASTRUCTURE: (1) ISSUES WITH TRADITIONAL CREDENTIALING, C2J 
ISSUES WITH CURRENT TALENT MARKETPLACES, AND C3J HOW ADVANCEMENTS IN THE LER 
ADDRESS THESE CHALLENGES 

The recommended LER infrastructure overcomes the limitations of traditional 

credentialing and talent marketplace systems by taking advantage of 
advancements in current LER systems. The limitations of traditional systems 

include the inability to share trusted skills-based credentials between systems and 

a lack of standardization which impedes credential reviewers' understanding of 
the value and provenance of the provided credentials. Further, traditional systems 

make it difficult to trust the credential's authenticity and to assure that control of 

the credential belongs to the individual. These limitations hamper broad-scale 

adoption. 

Advancements in LER systems address these limitations by using common 
standards and governance approaches that mitigate these issues. These 

advancements include governance approaches that use permission-based and 

decentralized blockchain-based technologies. Blockchain technologies provide a 
decentralized "ledger" with strong support for credentials verification, an 

individual's control over their data, and "permissioned" governance structures that 

assure all ecosystem users have the appropriate rights and permissions for their 
specific activities in the LER ecosystem. In addition, the LER systems support 

robust trust protocols that empower the user to decide who can access and share 

credential-based information while also supporting the confirmation of the 
owner's identity. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR A NATIONAL LER INFRASTRUCTURE 

An LER infrastructure consists of shared services that include a technology 

platform, technology and data standards, registries to assure identity and trust, and 

governance structures that support the management of the national LER 

infrastructure. 

The LER infrastructure is part of a much larger talent and education ecosystem 

that uses LERs for various needs around identifying skills, hiring,jobs, educational 

needs, and staying current with a job's evolving skill requirements. Stakeholders 

will rely on the LER infrastructure technology platform functions and the services it 

provides: 

• management of issuing, updating, maintaining, and revoking credentials,
wallet provider's solutions enabling individuals to store and manage their

credentials,

• career and learning pathways solutions that guide learners on their cradle

to career journey,
• operator services to run the permission-based LER infrastructure.

• cryptographically based trust to ensure insights into the authenticity and

provenance of the credential

• technological standards that enable interoperability of credentials

between different LER systems,
• governance frameworks that ensure regulatory compliance and data

privacy protection.
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THE CURRENT STATE OF LEARNING AND EMPLOYMENT RECORDS 

To lay out an approach for creating LER infrastructure(s), it is helpful to understand both the limitations of traditional 

credentialing and talent marketplace systems and the advancements in recent LER systems that have addressed these 

limitations. 

ISSUES WITH TRADITIONAL CREDENTIALING SYSTEMS 

Initially, the process for software systems managing digital credentials was simply a replication of its paper-based 

predecessor. This replication led to the following challenges with traditional credentialing systems: 

TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS HAVE LIMITED MEANS OF KEEPING CREDENTIALS 
CURRENT. 

Traditionally, a limited subset of the holder's complete 

learning or employment data is held and controlled by 

an entity. In some instances, this entity is a department 

within the issuing organization. However, in many 

others, the entity managing the credential repository is 

not the issuer. Separate data is held in different systems 

by colleges, employers, state licensing boards, 

credential management organizations, etc. Though this 

approach provides a control point for a particular 

subset of records, it also means that every subset of an 

aggregate set of LERs for an individual may reside in a 

different repository and that the security and integrity 

of each repository are highly dependent on the owner 

of that repository, and that any attempt to collect 

credentials will require the requestor to solicit each 

repository manager and be subject to each manager's 

policies, methods, and fees for providing credentials. 

Since virtually all individuals have credentials from 

multiple credential issuers, collecting and validating 

them can be a cumbersome and costly process for all 

stakeholders. 

TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS HAVE LIMITED CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT THE 
VERIFICATION OF CREDENTIALS. 

Traditional systems vary widely in their mechanisms for 

verifying credentials. Such systems may rely on human 

interactions and review and may require duplicate data 

entry into an authoritative system to manage 

verification. In many cases, the data entry person or 

organization is legally liable for the data entered into the 

authoritative system. There exist entire groups in both 

government and private organizations who deal with 

legal claims from individuals against the organization 

seeking recognition for credentials (e.g., certifications) 

that were improperly awarded. This creates a high cost 

of time and money for these organizations, and the 

disputes can negatively impact the individual's 

livelihood. 

TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS TYPICALLY USE SEGREGATED, CENTRALIZED 
DATABASES. 

Traditional systems which depend on paper or 

image-based transmission of credentials are open to 

fraud through the falsification of those credentials. 

Mitigation is typically addressed by requiring the 

requestor to contact the credential's issuer directly. 

However, as mentioned above, the number of credential 

issuers for a single holder of a collection of credentials 

often works against the requestor, taking the time and 

cost to verify the credentials. It is also often difficult to 

detect fraud by credential holders, especially in cases 

where the issuer of the credential does not provide 

means of verification independent of their system. 

TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS HAVE LIMITED FRAUD PREVENTION 
MECHANISMS. 

Many traditional systems have limited, if any, 

interoperability with the issuers of credentials systems. 

This means that the traditional system may not have 

the most current status for a credential except for 

highly regulated licenses and certifications that 

formally require updates (e.g., health care 

professionals). In addition, even with mechanisms that 

allow issuers to update credential status, the system 

may enable credential holders to prevent those 

updates (e.g., to prevent showing a revoked license). 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR A NATIONAL LER INFRASTRUCTURE 

LER infrastructure consists of shared services, 
including technology (e.g., blockchain-based LER 
systems, assertion tools, credential publishers, 
digital wallets, digital identity), technology and data 
standards, registries, and governance that provide 
the functionality and management for an LER 
system. A national LER infrastructure must have a 
clear means to enable interoperability between 
different LER systems, require a standardization of 
shared data, preserve security for the various 
stakeholders, and support user agency over their 
data. LER infrastructure must be a means to satisfy 
the following needs simply and efficiently: 

• Allow LER holders to manage and permit the
viewing of their LERs

• Discover a candidate's LERs (when
permissioned by the holder).

• Verify a candidate's LERs accuracy and
currency.

• Understand the skills and competencies
identified or implied in a candidate's LERs.

• Assure compliance with legal privacy and
security requirements for all stakeholders.

• Manage digital identity to assure a proper
chain of ownership.

Satisfying these needs will provide participating stakeholders with increased efficiency through the 
elimination of manual processes and by automating the interchange of data between systems. The 
increased efficiencies will, in turn, shorten cycle times for trusted LER activities (e.g., hiring, college 
admission, and verification of certifications). 

The cost savings of these efforts will be measurable in actual manual labor, the cost of quality (dealing 
with errors and non-conforming data and data loss), the cost of fraud, and the opportunity cost of 
time spent/saved in fulfilling the stakeholder needs (e.g., the value gained in shortening hiring cycles). 

The current draft IEEE LER ecosystem framework provides a high-level set of requirements: 
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IEEE Global LER Standard Recommended Practices 

The five (5) recommended standards are: 

l. Shared Services: Trust and credential meta
registries that enable a network of networks:

3. Credential Publisher: Services to enable
achievement assertions to be wrapped in
credentials that are cryptographically, or otherwise,
signed onto distributed ledgers. Or other
technologies used for verification from requesters
in the talent marketplace.

a. Trust Meta Registries

i. Identity (legal, digital)

ii. Trusted issuers

b. Credential Meta Registries

i. Skill/ course crosswalks

ii. Revocation services

2. Learning and Experience Ledger: Registered
services that enable instructor/ evaluators to assert
that a learner has achieved a skill or credential as
machine interpretable data by unknown future
systems.

4. Digital Wallet: An app that enables learners and
their adult guardians to subscribe, curate, and
control access to achievement assertions and
other credentials and create a presentation shared
with verifying parties.

5. Talent Marketplace: Services that enable
credential requester systems to automate actions,
validate, and view credentials and other
assertions.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR A NATIONAL LER INFRASTRUCTURE 

An LER infrastructure also needs to provide for the exchange of LE Rs with traditional systems while 
providing mechanisms to remedy the gaps in these systems. Likewise, this infrastructure needs to 
address the integration and interoperability of current systems such that newer systems can co-exist, 
exchange credentials, maintain their integrity, trust, and provenance, and support multiple 
applications. 

This section defines LER infrastructure and the requirements necessary for scaling to a national level. 
It draws upon the experiences of those involved in leading four of the most advanced LER ecosystem 
projects in the United States. While these projects are still in nascent stages, they are 
demonstrating-not as a pilot but rather "in production"-LER infrastructure that meets the 
identified needs. 

NATIONAL LER INFRASTRUCTURE AND THE LER ECOSYSTEM 

LER infrastructure is part of a larger ecosystem that uses LE Rs for various needs. The LER ecosystem 
includes many stakeholders: learners/earners, educational and other credential providers, employers, 
military, government, certification and licensure agencies, and communities of care. These 
stakeholders are any who will rely on LER infrastructure and its supporting LER system providers for 
various job marketplace, education marketplace, employer HRMIS, and other needs. LER technology 
and services providers include credential management (issue, update, maintain, revoke) systems, 
wallet providers, holder subscription systems, learning and career pathways solutions, and LER 
systems operator services. 

The LER ecosystem supports key LER stakeholders' use of LER shared services based on trust in the 
governance frameworks. The LER infrastructure flow best illustrates the ecosystems as it portrays the 
journey from learner to earner. 

The following is an example learner-to-earner journey in the LER Ecosystem encompassing key 
stakeholders and their actions. The circles represent parts of the LER Ecosystem that would utilize 
LER Infrastructure. 

Example Learner to Earner Journey in the LER Ecosystem 
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The complexity of these relationships is difficult to capture in a single, two-dimensional visual. 
Appendix B includes a conceptual technical and governance model that supports how digital trust 
must work in an LER ecosystem. 
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PROPOSED EFFORTS TO SCALE 
NATIONAL LER INFRASTRUCTURE 

Next, we provide a more detailed outline of the criteria to guide the selection of a few regional or sectoral 
projects to fund (see Recommendation 6). These projects should be designed to demonstrate the ability to meet 
multiple goals in support of the recommendations, as well as demonstrate many of the functional and technical 
requirements identified in Appendix B. Additionally, a high-level timeline and budget are included. 

CRITERIA FOR PROJECTS TO FUND 

Guidance in this section focuses on supporting and scaling regional/sectoral projects that will demonstrate the interoperability 
required to advance regional LE Rs. These regional LE Rs will serve as the basis for the national LER infrastructure, where 
we can see the potential intersection, alignment, and/or phased adoption of these projects. 

KEY ECOSYSTEM STAKEHOLDERS 

When evaluating which regional/sectoral projects to 
fund, projects should have a plan for meaningful 
engagement of the core ecosystem partners 
representing learners, employers, and higher 
education. 

The three core key ecosystem stakeholders are: 

• Learner/Earner

• Employer

• Education and training providers

Other ecosystem stakeholders, some of whom 

fall into the above broader categories, that provide 

specific value are: 

• K-12

• Other credential/educational providers

• LER systems application providers

• Workforce

• Military

• Industry organizations

• Workforce Development

• Government

• Certification and licensure bodies

• Communities of care/community service

providers

• Technology and platform organizations

• Standards' bodies

• Policymakers

IMPLEMENTATION OF LER INFRASTRUCTURE-COMPLIANT WALLETS 

IMPLEMENTATION OF LER INFRASTRUCTURE COMPLIANT APPLICATIONS AND 
TECHNOLOGIES 

Regional/sectoral projects should be designed to implement 
LER systems, applications, and technology providers, engage 
with employers of size and education entities, and 
implement interoperable systems at scale. The key system 
applications that the collection of funded projects should 
demonstrate interoperability among include the following: 

• Assessment Systems

• Student information systems

• Learning management systems/ Professional

Development systems

• HRMIS

• Applicant tracking system

• Licensure systems

• Job boards

• Identity Systems

• Accommodation Systems

• Social networks

• State unemployment

• Tax Records

• Content Management Systems/Education Catalog
systems

• State longitudinal data system

• Related Government systems

Key stakeholders endorse and adopt one or more LER infrastructure-compliant holder wallets, including no-cost 
holder wallets targeted at students and employees. 

EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGNS 

Regional/sectoral projects will implement educational campaigns to engage the public, state agencies, government 
officials, employers, and learners in understanding the resources available to them with the LER deployment and the value 
propositions of those resources. The myColorado marketing efforts by the Office of the Governor are a great reference 
implementation of a public-facing education strategy. The resources these LER regional projects develop can become 
additional reference implementations for those who will follow in their footsteps. 
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